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Economy – Core infrastructure 
Core infra growth slows down 

Core infrastructure industries decelerated in May’14. Electricity, 
coal, cement and fertilisers have been robust. Natural gas, which 
has been in a prolonged lull for the last three years, also showed 
resilience. Growth in electricity, steel and cement is a harbinger of 
improvement in construction. Mining growth would lead to a 
modest revival in manufacturing. Growth being elusive and 
inflation high, the RBI is unlikely to alter policy rates now. A rate-
cut cycle is likely to kick-start in 3QFY15, however. 

Performance. The eight core infrastructure industries decelerated to 
2.3% in May’14 compared with 5.9% growth in May’13. With 17.6% 
growth in May, fertilisers led the core-sector growth. Coal and cement 
growth picked up momentum to 5.5% and 8.7%, respectively. Steel 
sprang a surprise by contracting 2% in May. While refinery products 
and crude oil continue to shrink for a second month, natural gas offers 
slight hope. From -18.7% in May’13, it slowed to only -2.2% in May’14.  

Assessment. The core industries continue to outpace overall industrial 
production (for the 18th month). While growth was supported by 
fertilisers, cement, coal and electricity, contraction in steel and crude 
slowed it down. Fertilisers surprised on the upside by posting a second 
high (double-digit) growth. With a small weighting in the core, it failed 
to impact overall core sector growth. Electricity growth decelerated, 
after a better-than-expected performance last month. Coal and cement 
growth accelerated further. Natural gas growth was resilient, with the 
best performance (by contracting the least) since Dec’10. The 
performance of crude and refinery products continues to be lacklustre.  

Outlook. The improvement in operational and procedural aspects in 
mining would help the coal sector grow further. Fertilisers, which grew 
the most since Feb’10, also look promising. Electricity, steel and cement 
(a combined weighting of 19%) are likely to continue to grow robustly. 
Despite compressing for the third year, May’s small contraction makes 
us hopeful of an earlier-than-expected recovery in this sector. On the 
negative side, the shrinking in refinery products and crude is a worry, 
because of their large weights. The base for the core sector is favorable 
till Nov’14.    

Recommendations. The buoyant performance of core industries in 
the last few months has finally reflected in the headline IIP figures for 
Apr’14. Growth in electricity, steel and cement are harbingers of growth 
in construction. This sector, besides electricity, was the only one of 
GDP (industry) to grow in 4QFY14. We expect a mining-led modest 
growth revival in the manufacturing sector. Despite GDP growth 
coming at sub-5% growth, consistent high inflation implies that the RBI 
would continue with policy rates. A rate-cut cycle is unlikely before mid-
FY15.  

Fig 1 –Growth decelerates in May  

Source: Government of India 

 
Fig 2 – Core infra index rises 

Source: Government of India (GoI) 
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Fig 3 – Sustained acceleration in coal growth 

 
Source: GoI 

Fig 4 –  Sharp jump in fertilizer index, 17.6% growth in May’14 
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Fig 5 – Electricity index rose for the fourth month  
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Fig 6 – Surprise drop in steel growth 
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Fig 7 – Contraction in refinery; figure same as last month 
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Fig 8 – Base favorable till Nov’14    
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Fig 9 – Only coal fell, m-o-m  

 
Source: GoI 
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